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The Indian adornments showcase is one of the biggest on the planet, with a market size of 

$13 billion. It is second just to the US market of $ 40 billion and is trailed by China at $11 

billion. The gold gems advertise is developing at 15 percent for each annum and the precious 

stone gems showcase at 27 percent for each annum.  

According to the chronicles of the Gems and Jewelry Export Promotion Council (GJEPC), 

the all out pearls and gems sends out from India remained at US$ 20.88 billion for 2007-08. 

The United States and Hong Kong were the biggest shippers of jewels and gems from India, 

with an offer of 26 percent each, trailed by UAE at 21 percent. Gold adornments sent out 

expanded from US$ 5.2 billion out of 2006-07 to US$ 5.6 billion 2007-08.  

India is the biggest buyer of gold on the planet, trailed by China and Japan. India expends 

about 800 tons of gold that represents 20 percent of world gold utilization, of which almost 

600 tons go into making adornments.  

India is the biggest diamond cutting and cleaning focus on the planet - the Indian precious 

stone cutting and cleaning industry appreciates 60 percent esteem share, 85 percent volume 

share, and 92 percent offer of the world market regarding a number of pieces. At the end of 

the day, almost 9 out of 10 jewels sold worldwide are cut and cleaned in India. With its cut 

and cleaned precious stones, hued gemstones, gold gems, pearls, non-gold gems and form 

gems, India represents practically half of the worldwide market. The pearls and gems part 

contributes almost 55% of the world's net fares of cut and cleaned jewels in esteem, 90% as 

far as pieces and 80% as far as carats. Each 11 of 12 jewels sold the world over are handled 

in India, independent of where these are mined. 

Despite the fact that India does not contribute a lot to the world market as far as unpleasant 

precious stones - India traded harsh jewels worth just US$ 566 million out of 2007-08 - it is 

the world chief in cutting and cleaning of diamonds, with fares worth US$ 14.18 billion out 

of 2007-08. Regarding carat, India's offer in the diamond part is about 80% of the world 

market. Utilizing over 90% of the worldwide jewel industry workforce, India additionally 

represents 90% of the volume of diamond prepared on the planet.  
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India's developing significance in the worldwide adornments showcase is just expected to 

increment later on with all out evaluated gems offer of US$ 21 billion by 2010 and US$ 37 

billion by 2015. Diamond gems utilization in India is likewise assessed to hop by 78 percent 

in 2010. Branded gems are probably going to be the quickest developing fragment in 

household deals. The division is relied upon to develop at 40 percent yearly to contact 

US$2.2 billion by 2010. Indian precious stone gems industry is the third biggest shopper of 

cleaned Diamonds after USA and Japan. Diamond utilization is probably going to bounce to 

about 80 percent in 2010 and more than 95 percent somewhere in the range of 2010 and 

2015.  

Different government impetuses combined with private area activities are anticipated to drive 

the offers of Indian pearls and adornments area at a CAGR of around 14% from 2007-08 to 

2010-11. The sorted out pearls and adornments part is foreseen to develop quickly in near 

future, representing about 8% of the absolute pearls and jewelry market by 2009-10. Various 

variables like modest work cost, better structures and manufacturing practices, are making the 

nation an appealing goal for cutting and cleaning of precious stones. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Description of Problem 

The extent of study is constrained because of the accompanying reasons:  

1) Time requirement since the time length for the proposal is just 12 days a top to 

bottom examination and investigation will turn into somewhat troublesome.  

2) Sample size-the example size of the examination is just 100 which would not give 

a thorough outcome. Numerous vital examples may not be considered by any 

means. The finish of the investigation may not result in a precise result because of 

the example estimate being little. 

3) Bound to just Delhi - the other constraint of the examination is it is restricted to 

just the primary city territory of Delhi and disregards the examples from the little 

parts of the locale. The purchasing conduct of an individual shift from place to 

put. 

4) Awareness-the example taken and the end attracted can be directed to just a single 

side if there is an absence of mindfulness about marked gems. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY  

The pearls and adornments industry involves a vital position in the Indian economy and is 

one of the quickest developing ventures in the nation. 

Subsequently, the examination led would encourage me 

1) Understand the customer's inclination while buying adornments  

2) How much effect completes a brand has on their buy choice   

3) Does value assume an imperative job in managing their buy choice 
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JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

The past research done on marked and non-marked adornments markets are 

1) Indian Gems and Jewelry Market - Future Prospects to 2011  

2) The effect of retreat on the adornments business  

3) The development of the Branded gems showcase in India  

No examination has been done to discover the inclination of the customer's among marked 

and non-marked diamond setters. The investigation would likewise discover the purchaser 

inclination and their purchasing conduct towards marked and non-marked jeweler's, this 

would help both the retailers to comprehend what are the shopper inclination and what 

systems should they adjust to get the market. 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Research is started by inspecting the auxiliary information to pick up understanding into the 

issue. The essential information is assessed based on the examination of the optional 

information. 

DEVELOPING RESEARCH PLAN 

The information for this examination undertaking would be gathered through a survey. An 

organized poll would be confined as it is less tedious, creates explicit and to the point data, 

less demanding to arrange and translate. Additionally, respondents like to give explicit replies 

answers. Both sort of inquiries, for example, Open finished and shut finished, would be 

utilized. 

 

SAMPLING PLAN 

Since it is absurd to expect to think about the entire populace, it is important to acquire 

delegate tests from the populace to comprehend its attributes.   

1)  Sampling Units: would include people.  

2) Research Instrument: Structured Questionnaires 

 

SAMPLE SIZE 

• 100 respondent  

The essential information would be gathered from  

1) The populace of Delhi  

The optional information would be gathered from:  

1) Books  

2) Magazines/Project report  

3) Internet  

4) Articles  
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The poll's reaction design for the populace would be close finished inquiries. With a blend of 

inquiry types changing from positioning, different decision to agenda questions. The frame of 

mind of the respondents would be estimated by separated classification scales, pictorial scale. 

 

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION 

 

There are broadly two types of data available to a researcher. They are; 

 

(a) Primary data 

 

(b)  Secondary data 

 

 Primary information: It alludes to the direct data gathered by the scientist, explicit to 

the examination issue. It incorporates utilizing distinctive essential information 

accumulation devices, for example, individual meeting utilizing polls, phone 

overviews, mail studies and so on. For the present examination, essential information 

was gathered by review strategy utilizing polls.  

 Secondary information: It is the data that as of now exists for another reason. This 

alludes to every one of that information which is gathered for some before research 

work. The optional information for this work was gotten frame organization profile, 

organization magazines, site, papers, web, reading material, reports and shape 

organization leaflets and other limited time materials. 

 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Information gathered through surveys is examined utilizing systems and affiliation test. It is 

done through relationship examination, chi-square test, Skewness, Kurtosis. Connection 

alludes to the connection between at least two factors. Here we can discover autonomous 

factors like Brokerage, Tips, Trade affirmation, Flexibility, Customer bolster, Speed of 

administration, Clarity of data, Time taken to react to phone inquiries, staff treating as an 

important client and dependent variable is by and large fulfillment.  

Skewness means the symmetry of appropriation. Skewness might be either positive or 

negative. At the point when mean = middle = mode that speaks to the symmetry of 

conveyance. At the point when the skewness esteem is zero, it likewise speaks to the 

symmetry of dissemination.   

Kurtosis demonstrates whether the dissemination is all the more level of or progressively 

crested then the typical appropriation. A proportion of kurtosis is there for a proportion of 

peakedness. At the point when the estimation of kurtosis is 3, we can apply z test, t test and 

some other test.  

As a non-parametric test chi-square is utilized for 

1. Testing the integrity of fit among watched and acknowledged recurrence.  

2. Testing the free of two characteristics. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The destination of the examination was to comprehend the customer's purchasing 

inclinations, the scope of marked jeweler's, mark familiarity with different brands in the gem 

specialist's market.  

 

Subsequently, the principal question was to discover the elements that control a client while 

buying adornments which managed nine characteristics. The respondents were just requested 

to tick on the trait that guided their buying choice. The outcome is as per the following 

Design Price Purity Image Variety Display 
Promotion 

and Offers 
Service 

Family 

and 

Friends 

85 92 87 65 67 5 10 2 12 

Table1 

From the above outcomes, perception can be drawn that out of the 100 respondents 92 of 

them feel that cost is a central point that directs their buying choice. Aside from value virtue 

additionally is viewed as vital by 87 respondents, trailed by plan with 85 respondents feel it is 

a vital factor. Assortment and picture are the other essential qualities that are considered 

while settling on a buying choice. Traits like family and companions, advancements and 

offers are as yet not extremely well known among the respondents chose for this exploration. 

The traits like administration and show have been chosen just by 2 and 5 respondents 

separately demonstrating that these are the least vital thing that manages a person to buy 

gems. 

The chart underneath demonstrates the managing variable of the respondents while acquiring 

adornments in a rising way. 

 
Figure 1 
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Question two managed the attention to different brands of adornments accessible in the 

market. This inquiry would enable find to out the level of the respondents who know about 

marked gems.  

Yes No 

100 0 

Table 2 

From the above outcome, it tends to be seen that there is 100% mindfulness about marked 

adornments. Out of the 100 respondents, there is certainly not a solitary respondent who 

doesn't know about branded jewelry. 

 

The third inquiry was to discover the prevalence of 5 brands. The respondents were requested 

to tick against the brands that they know about. The 5 brands considered here are Gili, 

Tanishq, Ddamas, Oyzterbay, and Trendsmith. These are the conspicuous brands for gold 

gems there are numerous different players however the exploration is restricted to gold 

adornments. 

Brands Gili Tanishq Takle Bafna 

No of 

Respondents’ 
70 80 100 100 

Table 3 

 
Figure 2 

From the above table and figure surmising can be drawn that brands like Gili, Tanishq are 

known however the conventional Delhi outlets  

 

The fourth inquiry was to discover the motivation behind why the respondent buys 

adornments that is the explanation behind obtaining. Is it acquired as a speculation choice or 

on events, celebrations or as a design explanation? 
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  Investment Fashion Occasions Festivals 

No of 

Respondents 
34 39 11 16 

Table 4 

34 respondents purchase gems for speculation reason, 39 respondents pay special mind to 

form or the most recent patterns while acquiring gems. 11 respondents purchase gems amid 

events like weddings, commemoration, birthday's and so forth and 16 respondents purchase 

jewelry amid celebrations.  

 
Figure3  

 

The fifth inquiry is an immediate inquiry which asks the respondent inclination for 

adornments that is it marked or family gem dealer. 

Preference 
Branded 

Jewellery 

Family 

Jeweler 

No of 

Respondents 
69 31 

Table 5 

From the above table, it tends to be seen that 69 respondents lean toward marked gems and 

31 respondents incline toward family diamond setters. This makes marked adornments 

progressively well known among the respondents. From the above table, it very well may be 

seen that 69 respondents favor marked adornments and 31 respondents incline toward family 

gem dealers. This makes marked adornments increasingly famous among the respondents. 
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Figure 1 

 

The 6th inquiry further tests into discovering what number of among the respondents have 

purchased marked gems. 

 Branded 

Jewellery 
Bought 

Not 

bought 

No of 

Respondents 
78 22 

Table6 

 
Figure5 

Out of the 100 respondents 78 have purchased marked adornments and 22 have not purchased 

marked gems. Anyway, regardless of whether these 22 respondents have not purchased 
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marked gems they know about marked adornments being sold and furthermore know the 

brands by their names. 

Since the example comprise of females and guys the following arrangement of inquiry 

manages whether adornments is purchased for gifting reason  

On the off chance that the respondents do purchase adornments for gifting reason, where is it 

purchased from family gem dealer or marked shops. 

Buy jewelry for 

gifting 
Yes No 

No of 

Respondents 
30 70 

Table7 

30 respondents of the 100 purchase gems for gifting reason among these 30 12 are men. 70% 

of the respondents don't purchase gems for gifting reason.  

 

The following inquiry was the adornments bought for gifting is marked or non-marked and 

the outcome found are as under 

  Branded 
Family 

jeweler 

No of 

Respondents 
14 16 

Table8 

14 respondents out of 30 purchase marked adornments for gifting and 16 out of 30 purchase 

gems from their family diamond setter for gifting. Rate shrewd 46% purchase marked gems 

for blessings and 54% purchase adornments for gifting from their family gem dealer. 

 
Figure 6 

 

The ninth inquiry picked up a knowledge regarding which parameter of a family gem dealer 

pulls in respondent towards them.  

Since the focuses are given out of 10 and there are 100 respondents every parameter will be 

out of 1000. 
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Characteristics of 

Family Jeweler’s 
Convenient  Trustworthy 

Good 

Investment 
Price 

Traditional 

design 

Number of points 660 895 775 870 745 

Table9 

The respondents were requested to give focuses on a size of 1 to 10 where 10 was the most 

elevated consequently the complete figures are landed by including the focuses given by all 

the 100 respondents. Henceforth in the event that the 'accommodation' trademark was to be 

taken, it scored 660 out of the terrific aggregate of 1000.  

The respondents have evaluated trust part of family gem specialists high thus it has scored 

895. The respondents additionally feel that the cost charged by the family goldsmiths is 

sensible and henceforth have given it OK point's for example 870. While acquiring 

adornments from family diamond setters the respondents view it as a decent speculation. 

Family diamond setters are mainstream for customary structures and the respondents have 

given it indicates that include 745.  

The tenth inquiry was If you buy marked adornments at that point given underneath are a 

couple of attributes. 

Since the focuses are out of 10 and the no of respondents who have purchased marked gems 

are 78. Thus the evaluation of this inquiry depends on the focuses given just by these 78 

respondents. Henceforth the absolute would be 780 and not 1000 here. 

Characteristics of  

branded jewelry 

Wide range 

of products 

under one 

roof 

Shopping 

experience 

Trendy and 

fashionable 

jewelry 

Price 

Number of points 663 590 727 673 

Table10 

Respondents rate stylish and in vogue gems most elevated with regards to marked 

adornments. It scores 727 out of 780. Cost additionally as indicated by the respondents is 

defended consequently it scores 673. Shopping knowledge savvy marked showroom scores 

least among alternate attributes. This could likewise be on the grounds that when a client goes 

to purchase gems he may not be searching for the experience but rather needing great in 

vogue adornments which is evaluated properly.  

 

The eleventh inquiry was to locate the dimension of fulfillment on a size of 1 to 10 for family 

gem specialists. Since the focuses are given out of 10 and there are 100 respondents the 

dimension of fulfillment will be out of 1000. 
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Family jeweler 
Level of 

satisfaction 

No of respondents 765 

Table11 

The dimension of fulfillment that the respondents have is 765. Thus if the normal were to be 

expelled it would be somewhere in the range of 7 and 8.  

 

The last inquiry was to locate the dimension of fulfillment for marked adornments on a size 

of 1 to 10. Here again, the rating is out of 780 in light of the fact that just those respondents 

who have purchased marked gems are being considered.  

Branded jewelry 
Level of 

satisfaction 

No of 

respondents 
693 

Table12 

The dimension of fulfillment overall for marked gems is 693 and on the off chance that the 

mean was to be expelled, it would be somewhere in the range of 8 and 9 henceforth the 

dimension of fulfillment that the respondents have towards marked gems is higher than that 

towards family diamond setters. 

 

The ends that can be drawn from the investigation are:  

1. The controlling component behind obtaining gems is value, virtue, and plan which 

score the most extreme. Different components are assortment, the brand picture, 

impact of family and companions. The least directing component for buying 

adornments is the administration and show. Thus when a client goes to purchase 

adornments they do remember the cost pursued by the immaculateness and the 

structure. Elements like administration, given the shop or by the gem specialist 

and the showcase don't have a major effect on the clients. 

2. Branded adornments are amazingly mainstream since it has 100% mindfulness. 

This might be because of the widespread exposure taken up by the different 

brands. Brands like Gili, Ddamas, and Tanishq are again the most prominent 

brands. Trendsmith is a brand by Tribhovandas Bhimji Zaveri (TBZ) which isn't 

extremely well known.  

3. As expressed in the writing survey that 'there was a move in buyer tastes: ladies 

were progressively settling on popular and lightweight gems rather than 

conventional stout adornments.' Is ended up being right by this examination as 

respondents have chosen design over venture while obtaining gems. Presently 

gems are viewed as a greater amount of a frill and less of a venture. 
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4. Branded adornments are purchased by more than 3/fourth of the populace. 

Consequently, it very well may be said that the populace knows and has likewise 

attempted these brands. 

5. When adornments are purchased for gifting reason the populace still needs to get 

it from their family diamond setters. 

6. When it comes to family gem specialists the dimension of fulfillment that the 

populace has on a size of 1 to 10 is somewhat more than 7. These gem specialists 

are likewise mainstream in light of the trust that they have with their clients and 

furthermore on the grounds that they charge sensible costs. These family gem 

specialists are likewise famous for conventional structures subsequently when a 

client is explicitly paying special mind to customary gems they approach these 

goldsmiths. The gems purchased from these diamond setters is viewed as 

unadulterated and a decent speculation.  

7. The dimension of fulfillment that the populace has towards marked adornments is 

somewhat higher than 8. These marked gem specialists have turned out to be 

prominent for most recent and in vogue gems. Additionally, the costs that the 

marked gem dealers charge is legitimized and they give a wide scope of items 

under one rooftop.   

8. The dimension of fulfillment that the populace has for marked gems is higher than 

that for non-marked adornments making marked gems progressively prominent.   

9. The customers lean toward purchasing marked adornments over non-marked 

gems. This has likewise been demonstrated by utilizing the sign test. 

Subsequently to finish up marked gems is favored over non-marked gems.   

 

CONFINEMENTS 

The confinements looked amid the examination and after the information gathering were  

1) Time requirement since the time length for the postulation was just three months and 

inside and out investigation and examination turned into somewhat troublesome.  

2) Sample size-the example size of the examination is just 100 which don't give an 

exhaustive outcome. The finish of the examination might not have come about to a precise 

result because of the example measure being little.  

3) Bound to just Delhi - the other constraint of the investigation is it is restricted to just the 

principle city region of Delhi and disregards the examples from the little parts of the area. 

The purchasing conduct of an individual change from place to put.   

4) Questions left clear certain inquiry have been left clear which does not permit a 

precise investigation.  

5) Biasness-among the 100 respondents few of them were mark faithful and few of them 

were the ones who had still adhered to their conventional gem dealers henceforth to a degree 

there was biasness associated with the investigation.  
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PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

• The organization should think of creative methods for administration at their 

entryway step this might be an expensive issue yet will doubtlessly give positive outcomes 

over the long haul.  

• The organization should make a site and give their clients another administration to 

buy online from the site.  

• The organization should concentrate on the publicizing system and furthermore the 

advertising of the item. 


